
Company Branding Competition



COMPANY DESCRIPTION

Our company SPFy (pronounced Spiffie) offers a variety of products with three 
featured lines, SPFy Sport, SPFy Skin, and SPFy Style. We are focused around 
giving back to the community and educating all generations about the 
necessity for UV protection and the dangers of skin cancer. This is important 
because many young people are not knowledgeable about the harmful long 
term effects of unprotected sun exposure. Our mission statement, "Sun 
protection for a healthier tomorrow", represents SPFy’s desire to help to educate  
the population about skin cancers.



LOGO
Logo: Custom digital rendering
 
Colors: A variety of colors were 
incorporated into our logo from 
yellow to orange, with a 
gradient effect.

Concept: The logo’s intent is to 
portray our company’s mission: 
Sun protection for a healthier 
tomorrow. Additionally, our logo 
represents the pronunciation of 
our company name which is 
“spiffie”.



FONTS

 
Font: Poppins 

The Poppins font consists of 
modern letterforms that uses 
geometric circles which is 
reminiscent of the sun .



COLOR PALETTE

#ffcc66ff

#ffd040ff

#002f4aff

#f78e33ff

Color Palette: The color palette was 
developed keeping the warm orange and 
yellow colors of the sun in mind.

Complimentary Color: 
To make our logo pop on 
promotional materials, a navy 
blue background or 
supplemental color is used. 
Navy was also chosen as it is 
a rich, classic color that will 
represent our high quality 
products and appeal to our 
target market.



 Letterhead
SPFy’s company letterhead includes the 
primary colors in our color palette. Our 
logo and slogan are clearly visible in a 
prominent position at the top of the page.

The soft wave at the bottom of our 
letterhead includes colors that are a 
warm gradient of the sun in keeping with 
our brand. SPFy’s contact information is 
positioned in the center of the waves.



 Business Card
The double sided business card was 
chosen to avoid having a cluttered look. 

The simplistic front side to our business 
card includes our logo and slogan. The 
soft waves found in our letterhead were 
added to include the warm colors of the 
sun. The back side of the business card 
presents SPFy’s contact information, 
website address, and social media 
platforms.



Business Plan Cover Page 



Social Media 
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